The purpose of this memo is to alert department staff and contractors of the selection of temporary markings in construction zones. The intent is to minimize the scarring of our pavements due to marking removals.

Type R Tape or temporary raised pavement markers shall be used between May 1 and October 1 and at other times when environmental conditions allow for its placement. For all other times and when conditions prohibit placement of tape, Type NR Paint and an appropriate removal quantity should be used. If construction dates are unknown, specify Type R Tape. This should avoid cost overruns due to a switch from Type NR Paint and removal to Type R Tape.

Although the price of paint, including its removal, is lower than Type R Tape, the result is scarring of the pavement. Unless this scarring is covered by permanent pavement markings, it will provide delineation to the motorists that differs from what is intended for that roadway. Therefore, unless environmental conditions prohibit the placement of tape or the Engineer documents another reason, the changing of product from tape to paint shall not be permitted.

In the design of the maintaining traffic, only Type R Tape or temporary raised pavement markers shall be specified where markings applied need to be removed during or at the end of the contract, unless it is known the project will start early or late in the construction season (before May 1st/after October 1st). For projects with early or late starts and/or planned traffic shifts during those times, Type NR Paint quantities and removal quantities may be included.
Consideration should also be given to the use of Type R Tape along channelizing devices where a static closure or traffic shift is in place for more than one month.

These changes should be incorporated into all projects not yet out for bid. Those projects out to bid or already let should follow these recommended actions unless it would require a change order.

If you have any questions or comments, please contact Michael Scheuer at 517-373-3340 or Brian Zimmerman at 517-335-2859.